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Brambilla and Morgan, two leading international private wealth practitioners join
Lexstone Lawyers to bring unique offerings in charities and pensions in Jersey
Charlotte Brambilla, a Jersey advocate and English barrister, has joined Lexstone Lawyers as
a consultant. She has 15 years plus of experience advising clients and local regulated financial
services businesses on wealth structures, regulatory work and general commercial (both
contentious and non-contentious), pensions and charities. She also brings significant practical
experience having worked for a leading independent trust company as a director and a former
senior member of the International Trusts and Private Client team of Mourant. Charlotte was
named on the IFC Power Women Top 200 2015.
Thomas Morgan, a Jersey advocate and an English solicitor, further enhances the practice
as a consultant. He has very similar experience to Charlotte, having worked closely with her
in the International Trusts and Private Client team at Mourant. He provides further in-depth
knowledge. Thomas is presently based in Germany where he is working towards his qualification
as a German lawyer (Rechtsanwalt).
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Combining the expertise of Charlotte and Thomas with Lucy Egerton-Vernon, the Managing
Group Partner, means Lexstone Lawyers now has a formidably strong offering for local charities
and in the field of pensions, together with the well-trodden practice of trusts law. Charlotte has
recently been helping local charities with their obligations under the new charities legislation as
well as advising them on changes to their constitutional documents, policies and procedures.
Established in December 2015, Lexstone Lawyers has been focusing on the family office sphere
and wealth structures. It acts for several significant family offices in Jersey as well as several
prominent independent trust company businesses.
Lucy remarked: “We are delighted to welcome both Charlotte and Thomas to our team.
Together, they significantly alter the optic of our firm in the sphere of private wealth. Not only
do they bring significant legal experience to the firm but also valuable industry experience”.
Charlotte commented: “I am delighted to start working at Lexstone Lawyers. We will be able to
provide the unique offerings in charity law and pension law in Jersey. I am also looking forward
to working with Thomas again”.
Thomas stated: “This is a wonderful opportunity for all of us at Lexstone Lawyers. I am thrilled
to be working in the same team as Charlotte again. From the outset, we will be providing an
experienced team in two practice areas not viewed as mainstream”.
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